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Lagoon catamaran - SEVENTY 7

Nom du bateau : SEVENTY 7
Location : Lorient

   

À vendre (neuf)

4 877 900 € excl. taxes
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Resume

The Lagoon Seventy 7 is a catamaran over 23 meters in length that represents a significant shift for Lagoon towards
luxury and elegance. The most renowned names in the industry collaborated on its design, such as VPLP, Patrick le
Quément, and Nauta Design. Their objective was to create a catamaran where harmony between interior and exterior
spaces prevails, without compromise, with innovation serving comfort and life at sea.

On the exterior, the Lagoon Seventy 7 offers connected spaces, extending from the aft beach to the forward trampoline.
The massive flybridge provides an impressive additional living area while being seamlessly integrated with the boat. The
forward cockpit is directly accessible from the deck or the saloon, offering breathtaking views of the horizon. The large
hull windows allow light to flood the interior spaces. Optionally, direct access to the sea from the owner's suite is possible
through a side door, creating a private beach area.

On the interior, the elegance of details and finishes meets refined materials to provide a comfortable and harmonious
interior. The optimized layout creates a true living space that is spacious and bright. The saloon features large windows
and offers exceptional headroom, providing an extraordinary panoramic view. The true owner's suite is separate from the
rest of the vessel and allows sea access with an optional private beach. The space is adaptable, allowing for an
additional private area to be created for the owner's suite, directly connected to the saloon and forward cockpit. Different
layout versions are offered, with 3, 4, or even 5 guest cabins, each equipped with an island bed, a desk, ample storage,
and a private bathroom. A crew area provides more comfort and space, resembling a true apartment at the rear or front
of the boat, depending on the chosen arrangement.

The Lagoon Seventy 7 embodies all of Lagoon's expertise. Creating a new model within an already rich range was a
challenge undertaken by Lagoon to meet owners seeking a unique experience. To learn more about the construction of
the Lagoon Seventy 7, you can visit the website seventy7.fr.

Are you a proud owner of a Lagoon catamaran, Discover the LAGOON CLUB. Enjoy privileged online access, explore
our discounts on the Lagoon Boutique, and benefit from advantages from our partner brands and marinas around the
world.

If your catamaran is 50 feet or longer, you benefit from the Premium Program: personalization of your catamaran, with
over 100 equipment choices, monitoring of the stages of your boat's construction, a guided tour of the Bordeaux region
when you visit the shipyard, and many other surprises to make your Lagoon experience unforgettable, even before
setting sail.

Caracteristics

 Type : Saling c catamaran

 Lenght : 23,77m

 Width : 11m

 Draught : 1.90

 Lest type : Keeling boat

 Yacht category : A

 Security : Coastal

 Flag : Francais

 Water Tank : 2 x 800 l

 Fuel Tank : 2800 l

 Engine : x2 Inboard, Shaft line,

Sail equipement Electronic
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Outdoorcomfort

 Steering wheel

 Electric windlass

 Cockpit table

Indoorcomforts

 Fridge

 Stove

 Oven

 Black water tank

 Water group

 Hot water
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